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The design inspiration is capturedfrom ballet, thus the
combination the western art and oriental philosophy comes into
being—Varna.
Varna combines hardness and softness of atypical upward
gesture of ballet dancers, change the office environment with
space aesthetics, and make art and beauty become a kind of
silent strength.
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EXECUTIVE DESK
Classic Design and Space & Time Concept
With soft lines, compact design and mild lacquer texture, Varnadesk
surface is the classic representation of high-end watchesand
endowed with the long-lasting time and space concept.
T he arc de sig n fully ex pr es s es beaut y and m e a n w h i l e
showshumanity. It has a mild texture yet full of tensile forces,
thushelping senior executives combine both softness and
hardnessand have everything under control.
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Configured flip wire box system on the table, convenient to make
all kinds of electronic devices to use.

Storage Display and Dynamic Space
The sufficient display space allows years of honors and achievements to be fully revealed with an unprecedented gesture. The back
cabinets of the Varna executive desk incorporate open cabinet, sliding door cabinet and opening door cabinet, creating dynamic
display and storage space fun.The embedded side cabinet with micro-transparent glass materials delivery the new posture and
propositions of the office with a more modern and open design.
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Human-oriented Design and Consideration of Privacy
Varna deeply integrates art and practicability and works out more human-oriented desks. The side cabinets deftly include
opening door cabinets, drawer cabinet and mainframe cabinet, which can satisfy varied private storage demands.It’s just a turn-back
to switch between private space and office space.
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Fashion Spirit and Elegant Space
Varna pulls together high-end grey calmness and mocha
elegance with metal-textured foothold. The metropolitan
sense is fully manifested. The office space of Varna never
throws away fashion spirit while sticking to the business style.
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Young Attitude and New Posture
I-Varna extends Varna’s design elements, adopts the mild light-color fire-proof facing and embraces more challenges with a younger
posture. The side cabinets with built-in drawers fully satisfy the office demands of the new generation with powerful storage functions.
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WORK STATION
Greater Desk Surface and Work with Composure
Ordinary staff desks are usually pale with only computer and
keyboard. How to meet with the office demand of the new era?
I- Varna staff desk series extends the desk depth to 730mm. The
surface is larger with a greater storage capacity. Computer work
and writing work can be underway at the same time, making the
office time more flexible and more relaxing.
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The new L-shape combination of supervisor desk and staff desks is totally tailored to the office needs of small
teams or project teams. The combined working group model enables the supervisor to effectively fit in the
team and enhance efficiency;
The supervisor desk can be installed separately, thus being more suitable for overall view and
independent thinking, and making office hours relatively private.
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The linear-shape combination of the multiple-staff desks and single
staff desk can effectively make full use of limited office space, thus
accommodating a larger team with the least investment and making
the office space more neat and orderly.
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Cube and Plane Structure and Orderliness
The unique cube and plane structure better demonstrates the new-era efficient and succinct features of
Varna. The built-in wiring function is powerful, rigorous and scientific, making the office space more
orderly and enhancing office efficiency.
The glass material makes the entire office furniture style more rational and elegant.

1. The wire box has two kinds: pull-out and flip which adapt to the habits of different groups
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2. The special Varna buckles sufficiently support the cube and plane structure design.
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MEETING TABLE
Wide Inside and Narrow Outside Design Shows Harmony
The paddle is the embodiment of unity and strength.
Varna line-shape meeting desk goes beyond the
traditional meeting form. Few strokes outline the paddle
shape of being wide on the inside and narrow on the outside,
thus ensuring that every participant has the best view and makes
concerted efforts to embrace more challenges.
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Sufficient storage spaces are equipped to store meeting
materials in aconvenient way. The reasonable wiring design
makes the meeting space more clean and tidy.
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Different shapes of tables, satisfies different meeting and negotiation demands.
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